Accuracy of anomaly-based intrusion detection greatly depends on features, the numerical values representing characteristics of network traffic. In order to increase accuracy, it is necessary to choose appropriate features that can correctly detect anomalous events. In this paper, we stress the fact that a specific kind of anomaly changes specific features. We propose a highly accurate and robust intrusion detection system using multiple features. Each feature is used for evaluating anomalous events independently by a statistical detection method. Through experiments, we investigate the accuracy of the proposed scheme.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Internet has expanded to global scale. Along with its growth, network crimes and illegal accesses are also on the rise. Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDSs) are commonly used to defend against such crimes. The two most common detection techniques adopted by NIDSs are signature based detection and anomaly based detection. Signature based detection techniques search for characteristics of known attacks. Although this technique can precisely detect illegal accesses defined in the signature database, it can not detect novel attacks.
The anomaly detection technique defines the normal state of the network traffic. It regards any network state deviating from the normal state as anomalous. Thus, anomaly detection technique can be used to detect unknown attacks. However, this method has also high detection error rate because it is difficult to precisely define the normal network state. Although many researches have been carried out in the anomaly detection field (Debra et al., 1995) (SPADE, ) (Mahoney and Chan, 2001 ) (M. Mahoney, 2003) to reduce the detection error, the detection accuracy is insufficient.
A more detailed traffic information is necessary to build an advanced anomaly detection system. In this paper, we propose a new anomaly detection technique based on multiple features of network traffic. The proposed features are selected based on three different type of attack characteristics. The three features are 1) the number of packets, 2) characteristics of packets of flow units and 3) histogram of character code of payloads. To detect any anomalous traffic, we adopt Principal Component Analysis.
We next propose three feature sets corresponding to the above anomalies.
Timeslot Type Feature Set
Based on C1, we define Timeslot type feature set which numerically expresses the amount of traffic and the range of the communication. This feature set expresses the state of the network as a 34-dimensional vector. The Timeslot type feature set is extracted by counting the following items at fixed interval of time T t . # of TCP, UDP, ICMP packets (3 elements), # of bytes sent and received through all TCP connections (1 element), # of TCP ports, # of occurrences of TCP flags (5 elements), # of DNS (UDP, port 53) packets (1 element), # of fragmented packets (1 element) and # of values of the 4 fields of IP addresses. The Timeslot type feature set is suitable for the detection of attacks which bring about changes in the amount of traffic. Examples of such attacks are scanning specific port numbers and Flood DoS. Figure 1 and 2 show a normal network state and a probe traffic, respectively. From these figures, we can see that a few specific elements extracted attack traffic(figure 2) are extremely larger than other elements compared to the normal network state(figure 1).
Flow Count Type Feature Set
Flow Count type feature set is defined from C2 of the reclassification to express the state of a flow by calculating the number of packets, flags, etc. Here, a flow is defined as the aggregation of packets which have same attributes defined by using 5-tuple (protocol,source and destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers) (Brownlee, 1998) . The start and the end of a TCP Flow are decided depending on flag bits. The end of a UDP flow, thus, is decided by setting timeout T u .
The Flow Count type feature sets of TCP and UDP are 19-dimensional vector and 7-dimensional vector, respectively, and are defined as follows. Items about a TCP flow are # of packets (1 element), # of flows of the current flow's port number (1 element), # of fragmented packets (1 element), # of occurrences of the 8 TCP flags (8 elements) and # of occurrences of packets with only one kind of flag (8 elements). Items about a UDP flow are # of packets (1 element), # of flows of the current flow's port number (1 element), # of fragmented packets (1 element), # of sent and received packets (2 elements) and # of sent and received bytes (2 elements).
This feature set is defined to detect attacks which bring about anomalous changes in the flow structure. In other words, this feature set is defined to detect attacks which contain anomalous sequence of the flags and access to the ports which are not used by normal programs. Figure 3 and 4 depict examples of Flow Count type feature sets. Some specific elements of the port sweep traffic are extremely high. 
Flow Payload Type Feature Set
From reclassification C3, we define Flow Payload type feature set to detect anomaly of the transmitted data by calculating the character code distribution of their payloads. This feature set consists of the ratio of appearance frequencies of 8-bit codes of the flow payload. This feature is extracted from the traffics from client to server and from server to client separately. Hence this feature is expressed by a 512-dimensional vector.
The items of the Flow Payload type are as follows:
• The appearance probability of each code in the traffic from client to server (256 elements)
• The appearance probability of each code in the traffic from server to client (256 elements) Figure 5 and 6 show a normal flown and a flow of imap attack, respectively. Some elements of Flow Payload type feature set of an imap attack are exceptionally high. It is considered that these high values indicate buffer overflow traffic. Examples of such attacks are worms and DoS attacks that exploit vulnerabilities of softwares and insert large amounts of codes in order to provoke buffer overflow.
DETECTION OF ATTACKS BY USING MULTIPLE MODULES
The proposed method detect attacks by combining the results of modules which are defined per each feature set, as explained in 2. We unify the results of these modules and obtain the final result. While detecting the attacks by using Flow Payload type feature sets, we use the five subsets of TCP flows which are related to the ports 20, 21, 23, 25, 80. Consequently, the number of modules corresponding to each feature set of the proposed method are as follows.
• Timeslot type -1 module
• Flow Count type-2 modules
• Flow Payload type -6 modules The final result of the proposed detection system is the logical OR of the detection results of these modules. That is, if any one of these modules identifies an anomaly, the system generates an alert.
The detection modules of the proposed system adopt the detection method described in (OIKAWA et al., 2002) which uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA). This method undergoes through Learning phase and Detecting phase. At Learning phase, the principal component axis is obtained from learning data by using PCA. This axis shows the characteristics of variance involving the correlations of normal traffic. At detection phase , distances from the principal component axis (Projection Distance) are calculated as Anomaly Score for newly extracted feature sets. When the anomaly score of a feature set surpasses a threshold, it is judged as attack at Detecting phase.
VERIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

Experimental Environment
In this experiment, we use the data set in (DARPA, 1999) which includes five-week data. We carry out experiments taking two scenarios in mind. In scenario 1, we use the data of week 1 and 3 (attack-free) together for learning, and the data of week 4 and 5 (including attacks) for detection test. In scenario 2, to confirm our system's ability to detect attacks even if attack-included data is used for learning, data of each day of week 4 and 5 are used for learning as well as for detecting attacks. Of course, the information of Mahoney, 2003) 71.4%(132/185) (Tyson et al., 2000) 55.6%(15/27) (Neumann and Porras, 1999) 50.3%(85 / 169) (Vigna et al., 2000) 46.8%(81 / 173) (Barbara et al., 2001) 40.2%(41 / 102) the attacks are not used for learning. In both scenarios, we normalize all elements of feature sets to zero mean and unit variance. The parameters setup of the experiment are follows: # of permissible false alarms is 10/day (R. and et al, 2000) , time-slot interval is 60 seconds, time out (T u ) of UDP flow is 600 seconds and validity time (T f ) is 600 seconds.
The total number of false alarms permitted in two weeks(10 days) is 100 (10 per day). The threshold of projection distance for each day for each module is determined by preliminary experiment.
Detection Performance
The detection results of the proposed system and conventional systems are shown in Table 1 . The proposed system has better results for both the number of attacks detected and the detection rate compared to other methods, except for NETAD (M. Mahoney, 2003) . The total number of each method is different because each method observes different objects.
The detection results of the proposed system and NETAD for scenario 2 are shown in Table 2 . Table  2 shows that the detection number and the detection rate of NETAD, which shows best performance when attack-free data is used for learning, have greatly decreased. On the other hand, the detection result of the proposed system hardly deteriorates and the detection number and detection rate are higher than those of NETAD. Most of the anomaly-based IDS require attack-free data for learning. But in practice, such attack-free data are very hard to get and it is thought that the learning data that such IDSs learn have at least a few attacks. The results of scenario 2 are close to those of a real network. Therefore, the detection ability of the proposed system does not deteriorate much even under an environment close to that of a real network, scenario 2. This proves that our proposed system has high accuracy and robustness.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a anomaly detection system using three different feature sets which are extracted based on the reclassification of attacks. Our proposed method effectively detects wide range of attacks by independently treating the feature sets, and suppresses the negative effect of attack traffic included in learning data by using a statistical method in learning phase.
We have demonstrated that our proposed system can achieve high detection rate and high robustness by experiments using the data set in (DARPA, 1999) .
